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Why do we do this 
seminar?



Doing good research is hard

• There are many new skills to learn

– Understanding the literature

– Setting up your experiments/simulations

– Data analysis

– Interpretation of your results

– Writing and presenting

• There is often a long time-scale on rewards

• At many levels, you are responsible for directing
your own education



Your strategic plan

• A strategic plan has three parts:

– Where are you today? Graduate school
should be part of your strategic plan

– Where do you want to be in the future
(5, 10, 20 years from now)

– How do you get from here to there?

A strategic plan is a roadmap 
for your (professional) life



What is research?



What IS research? 

• The process of finding out something that
we (everyone) do not already know

• Builds upon the extant knowledge base

• It is methodical, repeatable and verifiable

– You can specify, in advance, a procedure to
accomplish your stated objective



Why is problem choice so important?

• You will be spending a lot of time on your
problem

• Personal interest will keep you motivated

• “When one can achieve self-expression in
science, work becomes revitalizing, and laden
with personal meaning.” (Alon)



Finding an advisor

• Ideally, you have selected your school by
identifying faculty you would like to work
with

– If not, start looking NOW

• A good advisor will serve as a mentor
AND a source of technical assistance

– They should help you set and achieve
short-term and long-term goals



A research topic must …

• be research

• not have been done before

• be significant

• have a greater than zero probability that you can
do it

• lend itself to a viable research plan

• be accomplished with the facilities you have
available

• fit into your strategic plan



Factors to consider

• Feasibility: How hard or easy it is

– Problems are always more difficult than they
look

• Importance: Impact on the community
and beyond

– Who cares?

– What will they do when they see your work?

– How long will the answer be important?



Factors to consider

• Interest

– Both internal and external

– Do you have a passion for the topic?

– What will keep you working on it?

• Competence

– Why are you qualified?

– Do you have an advantage?



Establishing a research 
objective / direction



Heilmeier questions

• What are you trying to do?

• How is it done today? What are the limitations
of current practices?

• What is new in your approach and why do you
think it will succeed?

• Assuming success, what differences does this
make to us and society?



Heilmeier questions

• What are the risks, and what can we do about
them?

• How long will it take?

• How much will it cost?

• What is the timeline and what are the
deliverables that we should expect throughout
the project?



Establishing a research objective

• Concise statement of what you intend to find out
that we don’t already know

• Do not use words that mean “not research” to
define your objective

– Develop

– Design

– Optimize

– Control

– Manage



How to do it right!

• The research objective of this project is to
account for uncertainty in engineering
design decision making through the
application of utility theory

• The research objective of this project is to
measure the cross-section of the
muon-neutrino interaction at 5 GeV
accurate to 10%



Responsible research 
conduct



Research responsibility

• Your obligation:
– Clear records
– Honest results
– Appropriate acknowledgment

• authorship, citations, acknowledgments, funding

• Responsibility to:
– Your advisor and group
– The university
– The sponsor
– The law
– The scientific community
– The public-at-large



Considerations related to research and 
scholarly integrity

• Personal honesty, ethics, and morals

• Expertise in the field of study –
doing good science

• Professional codes of conduct 
and research practice, including 
publication policies established 
by professional journals

• Data ownership and control

• Institutional policies and regulations

• Governmental policies and regulations

Do the 
right 
thing!
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Considerations related to research and 
scholarly integrity



Research misconduct

• Misconduct that distorts scientific knowledge

– Fabrication – reporting of non-existent data

– Falsification – selective reporting of data,
misrepresentation

• Misconduct that misleads the scientific
community

– Plagiarism

– Inappropriate authorship

– Duplicate publication

– Abuse of peer-review



Research misconduct

• Misconduct relating to human subjects

– Consent issues

– Exploitation issues (e.g. financial, power…)

• Other

– Conflict of interest

– Poor record-keeping

– IRB and IACUC approval issues

• HONEST, unintentional error is not misconduct.
But BE CAREFUL.



Serious deviation: possible scenarios

• Violation of confidentiality in proposing,
performing, reviewing, or reporting research

• Misrepresenting credentials in proposing or
presenting research

• Stealing, destroying, or damaging the research
property of others with intent to alter the
research record

• Serious or continuing noncompliance with
federal regulations or University policies
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Nature 453, 980-982 (19 June 2008) 

►SURVEY of 2,212 Researchers

– Observed 201 instances of misconduct

– E.G.
►"A post doc changed the numbers in assays in order to 'improve'

the data."

►"A colleague duplicated results between three different papers but
differently labeled data in each paper."

►"A co-investigator on a large, interdisciplinary grant application
reported that a postdoctoral fellow in his laboratory falsified data
submitted as preliminary data in the grant. As principal
investigator of the grant, I submitted supplementary data to correct
the application."

►"A colleague used Photoshop to eliminate background bands on a
western blot to make the data look more specific than they were."



Tuskegee Syphilis Study (1932-27)

• Poor African-Americans with advanced syphilis
recruited to trial to study their “bad blood”

• Deliberately untreated to follow natural history
of syphilis infection, even after penicillin
available

• Over 400 men and their families involved

• Breach of Human Rights

• Lead to Belmont Report and protection of
Human Subjects laws



Why does this happen?

• Sloppiness when conducting the literature
review (e.g., cut & paste & forget the original
citation)

• Inadequate knowledge of research literature

• Inadequate expertise in research methods

• Pressure from others to produce data quickly

• Time crunch

• Malfunctioning equipment

• Poor mentoring

• Personal problems

• Cultural differences



Consequences

• Investigation at institutional to federal level

• Withdrawal or correction of all pending and
published papers and abstracts affected by the
misconduct

• Reprimand, removal from project, rank and
salary reduction, dismissal

• Restitution of funds to the granting agency

• Ineligibility to apply for Federal grants for years
(debarment)

• Criminal prosecution

• I.E. the end of your research career!



Who is accountable

• Investigated

– All authors that are involved in the specific
data in question

• Held accountable

– Primary author

– Other authors whose results are found
culpable

– The PI



Real example: Jan Hendrik Schon



Real example: Jan Hendrik Schon



Real example: Jan Hendrik Schon



What is a difficult situation?

• Conflicts with your mentor about expectations
for degree completion or research assignments

• Conflicts about issues such as authorship, data
management, lab safety, protection of human
subjects, animal welfare, or conflict of interest

• Problems with communication or collegiality in
the research environment



What is suspected misconduct?

• Fabrication of data

• Falsification

• Plagiarism

• Or a serious deviation from commonly
accepted practices in your discipline
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If you face a difficult situation

• Make notes about your observations
– Focus on what you know or have observed

– Do not rely upon hearsay

– Avoid emotional reactions

• Get the big picture
– Discuss the matter with the people involved in the situation –

understand different perspectives

– Ask for clarification, e.g., “I don’t understand this” or “what is
the right thing to do in this situation” or “what did you mean
by”

– Do not make the situation worse – avoid rumors

Responsible Conduct of Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activities  
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If you face a difficult situation

• Do not take unilateral action – talk to someone
such as your mentor, advisor, or lab director

– Ask for advice about resolving the problem

– Seek education about applicable procedures, policies,
and rules

– Be a responsible adult – if you are part of the
problem, admit to your mistakes and ask for advice
about how to help rectify the situation

• If the matter is not resolved amicably, seek
advice from the NCSU Research Integrity Officer

Responsible Conduct of Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activities  
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NCSU resources

• http://research.ncsu.edu/sparcs/training/training
-rcr-courses/

• Preparing Future Leaders Blog:
http://pfl.grad.ncsu.edu/category/blog/

• Research integrity officer:

Richard Best

919-515-0158

richard_best@ncsu.edu

http://research.ncsu.edu/sparcs/training/training-rcr-courses/
http://pfl.grad.ncsu.edu/category/blog/


Confidentiality

• Be aware of restrictions for your specific
research project

• Proprietary information

• Personal health records

• Unpublished research



Understanding the work 
presented in the literature



How do I…

• …know what and where to search?

• …do the search?

• …know if what I’m reading is important?

• …keep track of what I read?

• …keep up to date on the latest “news”
after my preliminary search?

• …maintain my own records?





Searching a new topic

• Identify keywords for your topic and browse
ALL the articles you find

• Identify key sources and browse them

• Identify key people (leaders! heroes!) and look
up their work

• Identify review papers

• Follow the references

• Revise the keywords

• Create alerts



What sources should you read?

• Journals
– Inside your field

– Interdisciplinary (e.g. Nature, Science)

– Outside your field but encompassing complementary topics

• Conference proceedings (abstracts or papers)
– Newest research

– Check out webpages for specific conferences

• Theses/Dissertations
– More detail than papers

• Patents and industry reports
– If your work has commercial applications, patents can give

design/process details.

– Can understand state of intellectual property



Conducting a literature review

Starting with a 
Clearly Defined 

Research Problem

Trying to find a 
New Research 

Problem

Start with 1-3 
Research Areas





Google Scholar Results



Papers Behind Paywalls
(1) Use University Credentials



(2) Try other versions on main Scholar page

…or, Google the author



The library



Down the rabbit hole

• Pull the cited papers

• READ the cited paper itself before citing it –
don’t rely on another paper’s interpretation.
Sometimes they aren’t right! Don’t propagate
error!

• Look at the citation numbers of papers to gauge
importance (date of publication and subfield
will influence this, so this is imperfect)

– Science Citation Index, Web of Science, Sci Search



Understand your community

• Identify the research groups that are most relevant
– Follow their work

– Suggest as reviewers

– Make contact at meetings

• Flag important methods
– Understand best practices

– Identify different information obtained from different
approaches

– Incorporate into your work

• Keep track of next steps suggested in discussions or
raised in your reading

• Identify ways in which your work builds on other
groups



Research social networks

• LinkedIn

• ResearchGate

• ResearcherID

• ORCID

• GoogleScholar

• Unique identifier to link you to research,
distinguish you from other researchers

• Provides citation information

• Links to co-authors



The process is iterative

Find enough 
papers to 
create a 

foundation 
for your 

work, then do 
your work

Find papers 
as you’re 
working

Find papers 
to help 

solidify and 
motivate the 
work you’ve 
already done

Check for 
papers early 

and often 
(Google 

scholar has an 
alert system)



Reading papers



Questions to ask while you are reading…

• Who are these authors? Do they have the
relevant expertise?

• Is the source credible?

• Do I understand the terminology that is being
used in the paper?



Start with the abstract



Start with the abstract Purpose
(why)



Start with the abstract Purpose
(why)

Methodology
(how)



Start with the abstract Purpose
(why)

Methodology
(how)

Results
(what was found)



Start with the abstract Purpose
(why)

Methodology
(how)

Results
(what was found)

Conclusions
(what it means)



One strategy…



Why the introduction is important

• Tells you what is known in the field

• Explains the limitations of our current
understanding

• Leads to a focal point – what question is going to
be answered

PROVIDES PERSPECTIVE



Questions to ask while you are reading…

• Is there other work I should be looking at first
(previous papers in this area)

• Who can I talk to about the confusing parts of
this paper?

• Am I spending too much time reading the less
important parts?



Three pass approach

• Pass 1: General idea

• Pass 2: Content, but not details

• Pass 3: Understand in depth



Pass 1

• READ:
– Title, abstract, introduction
– Section and subsection headings (if they exist)
– Glance at math
– Conclusions
– Skim references

• ANSWER:
– Category: What kind of paper is this? Clinical? Technical

development?
– Context: What is it related to?
– Correctness: Assumptions valid?
– Contributions: Main contributions.
– Clarity: Well-written?

• Keep going? Peripheral to research area?



Pass 2

• READ:

– Careful look at figures/graphs

– Mark relevant references you haven’t read

• ANSWER:

– Summarize main thrust with evidence – cover
sheet/notes

• Keep going?



Pass 3

• CLOSE ATTENTION:

– Thought experiment

– Check all assumptions – any missing?

– Check all details – any errors?

– Limitations – any unidentified? How to
address?

– Important citations – any missing?

– Think about future work



Questions to ask after reading the paper…

• Is the proposed approach a good one?

• Are the findings persuasive? Supported by
enough evidence?

• Is there an alternative interpretation of the data
not addressed by the authors?

• How does this relate to my work?



Takeaways from reading EVERY paper

• What did they actually do?

• What knowledge did we gain because of this?

• What assumptions did they make?

• What papers did they reference?

• What opportunities for future work exist?



Now that you’ve read the paper

• How do I store this paper?

• Should I use a template for my notes?

• How do I save my notes?



Sit down and write your notes

• As you’re reading, take notes (a few sentences)
about each paper

– Method

– Major contribution

• Bin papers by common theme

• Write a paragraph (or more) about each theme,
citing the papers you’ve found.

– Tie to your work



What is a Literature Review?

Covers all literature directly related to your work



Why Write One?

Your work needs a solid foundation in existing 
literature in order to be taken seriously.

Shows the need and novelty of your work 
(the  research gap)

You have to.

Gives reasons why you’re looking at your 
research problem in a technical (not an 

impassioned) way



Software for building a personal library



Revisiting the research 
plan



Heilmeier questions

• What are you trying to do?

• How is it done today? What are the limitations
of current practices?

• What is new in your approach and why do you
think it will succeed?

• Assuming success, what differences does this
make to us and society?



Heilmeier questions

• What are the risks, and what can we do about
them?

• How long will it take?

• How much will it cost?

• What is the timeline and what are the
deliverables that we should expect throughout
the project?


